White Paper

Flipped classroom training Approach for Clothing and Textile Innovative VET
Education

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Vocational education occupies an increasingly important place in the European panorama;
nowadays around half of young leaners in the EU are VET learners.
The Action 4 of the European Skills Agenda 2020 sustains a modernised EU policy vision for VET,
based on the permeability with other education sectors, stronger partnership with employers,
enhancement of work-based learning, mobility opportunities, and digital readiness of
institutions and teachers.
This modernisation is particularly required for the traditional manufacturing sectors, among
them special importance is given to the textile and clothing sector, as one of the EU leading
industry in terms of income and employability. T&C sector is particularly affected by the
economic crisis and by the challenges brought by the new trends linked to sustainability and
digitalisation.
VET systems are not able to quickly respond to these rapid changes by adjusting the educational
offer to the sector real needs. This leads to a mismatch between the skills required by the
industry and those transferred to the future professionals by the educational system.
Only a stronger collaboration and dialogue between VETs and T&C companies can bridge this
gap, improving the innovation potentials, attractiveness and thus competitiveness of the sector.
The White paper - A more business-centered T&C VET education, developed in the framework of
the FACTIVE project, it is meant to give some recommendations to sustain and to boost a
stronger link between T&C companies and VETs providers leveraging on the benefits of the
Flipped Classroom Methodology.
In the Flipped Classroom Methodology students gain first exposure to educational contents
outside the classroom. Then, classroom time can be devoted to intensive forms of learning, such
as discussions moderated by the teacher, project works, etc. thus giving more chances to
directly involve companies in the educational path in different ways.
The White paper will suggests 8 different actions to promote business/VET education synergies
by giving practical tips, indications and examples and highlighting the benefits arising from such
a collaboration for all the involved actors.
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INTRODUCTION
According to the 2016 document “A new skills agenda for Europe”, skills are “a pathway to
employability and prosperity” and are a key factor for investment, for job creation and growth.
The 2016 document highlights Vocational Education and Training (VET) as fundamental “for
fostering job-specific and transversal skills, facilitating the transition into employment and
maintaining and updating the skills” according to the evolution of skills’ needs. The new
European Skills Agenda 2020 builds upon the Commission’s 2016 Skills Agenda to construct an
“agile, resilient and future-proof VET system, which can ensure that adults access vocational
programmes tailored to the twin green and digital transitions.”
Considering that nowadays, around half of young learners in the EU are VET learners,
increasingly at the higher levels, the Action 4 of the Agenda sustain a modernised EU policy
vision for VET, based on the permeability with other education sectors, stronger partnership
with employers, enhancement of work-based learning, mobility opportunities, and digital
readiness of institutions and teachers.
At the same time, Textiles and Clothing sector, one of the most important sectors of activity in
Europe with more than 2 million persons employed, in the last years has been severely affected
by crisis and restructuring processes leaded by the green and digital transformation, that made
more evident the skills mismatch affecting the sector.
FACTIVE project – Flipped Classroom training Approach for Clothing and Textile Innovative VET
Education, it is well collocated in this framework, aiming at building a bridge between the VET
world and the Textile & Clothing enterprises, developing a new flexible, integrated, innovative
learning approach for the T&C VET teachers and company trainers, based on the flipped
classroom methodology in order to overcome the limits of traditional training approaches.
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WHITE PAPER: A MORE BUSINESS-CENTERED T&C VET
EDUCATION
The Scope
The White paper is meant to be a document providing recommendations on how to foster
collaboration between VET providers and companies. Indeed the FACTIVE approach enables VET
providers to spend the classroom time in a more productive way giving more space i.e. to
practical case of study/approaches based on business needs.
It is the result of the project itself, representing a sort of “lesson learned”. So, the White paper is
born from the different activities implemented and resources produced during the project
lifespan:
IO1 – The most relevant transversal skills needed by future Textile and Clothing professionals
An in depth desk and field research collecting responses from more than 100 companies and
around 50 VET experts, that describes the most required skills for T&C companies and the most
desired training methods to transfer these skills. The research was at the basis of the project’
crucial choices about the occupations – product developers/R&D professionals – and
competences domain – sustainability – to be addressed.
Report - About real skills needs in European textile and clothing companies
IO2 – FACTIVE learning methodology
An interactive documents to help teachers implement a flipped classroom in a flexible way with
respect to their level of professional/technological development. The three model proposed to
flip the class: Moon, Mars and Jupiter, are meant to help teachers and students to gradually
become accustomed to a flipped classroom in order to prevent technology overwhelming. The
output was produced in a participatory way, and it is based on the real experiences of other
teachers, so insights, actual teaching cases, tricks and hacks are integral part of the handbook.
Flipped Classroom – Reinvent your teaching practice
IO3 – FACTIVE training Toolkit
A modular structured MOOC aiming to improve the sustainability related competences and skills
of Textile and Clothing VET professionals, with a particular focus on new processes, business
models and technologies to improve the environmental, social and economic impact of T&C
sector. This is designed in accordance to the FACTIVE learning methodologies following a
bottom-up approach, so considering the needs and features of T&C companies.
FACTIVE Massive Open Online Course
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IO4 – FACTIVE Handbook
A supportive document addressed to the T&C trainers, to guide them, step by step, in the
practical application of the FACTIVE learning methodology, activating the knowledge acquired
with the FACTIVE training Toolkit through the use of: Teaching Resources; Pedagogical Methods;
Pedagogical Techniques. The Handbook provides trainers/tutors with practical tools,
suggestions and templates to support them in flipping their class.
FACTIVE Handbook – Guidelines and Toolkit
IO5 – Compendium of Pilot Testing Reports
A collection of all the pilot activities implemented by the project partners. By describing the
activities implemented by each partner during the tests, the compendium provides possible
scenarios to implement the FACTIVE methodology, it also contains evaluations and testimonials
released by the participants, and impressions from the trainers.
Data analyses are collected in the pdf format of the document:
Global piloting implementation report
While testimonials are collected in the video format:
Compendium of Pilot Testimonials
IO6 – FACTIVE community of practice
A community of practice for VET trainers and providers, with the aim of enabling them to share
knowledge, ideas and solutions to improve T&C VET training, spreading among them the project
results. The community counts more than 150 members.
Join the FACTIVE Community of practice on Linkedin.

The Methodology
The White Paper was developed by the consortium following a participative methodology.
In the first place partners, according to the activities implemented during the projects, their
responsibilities and their specific expertise, brainstormed their ideas about the main aspects to
be considered in order to sustain the effective collaboration among VET providers and
companies in T&C sector.
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Image 1. Factive consortium brainstorming using Jumboard

Then the inputs were grouped in 8 main points:

Image 2. Factive consortium collaborative work in Jumboard

Each recommendation was finally assigned to a different partner with the task to explain the
action giving tips, insights, examples about how to put it into practice.
Benefits for VET providers, students and businesses are highlighted for each recommendation.
At the end of each section references to bibliography and other resources are also provided to
easily get further information.
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BOOST PROJECT-BASED LEARNING IN
COOPERATION WITH COMPANIES
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Benefits for VET providers/students
Emphasize students’ learning and motivation
Achieve new competences as problem solving, decision making, team work, communication,
interpersonal and analytical skills
Enhance the quality of the education, decreasing dropout and increasing courses attractiveness
rates
Better collaboration with the industry
Gain understanding of the theory by conceiving projects and solving real-life scenarios
Ability to apply knowledge in multiple ways and in a wide variety of situations

Benefits for business
Come to new and fresh ideas
Achieve new perspectives to analyse and gain a view at sectoral and management problems
Be constantly updated with the newest of the sector
Get access to talents
Exploit learning opportunities for the staff

Bibliography
Applying Problem-Based Learning (PBL) Strategy to Strengthen Sustainability Education in
Textile and Apparel Curriculum - International Textile and Apparel Association, Inc.- 2017
Cross-curricular Activities to Foster Computational Thinking and Engineering DesignStephanie
Hladik, Laleh Behjat, and Anders NygrenUniversity of Calgar - 2018t

Other Resources
CROSS-CURRICULAR PLANNING STRATEGIES: https://www.thoughtco.com/cross-curricularconnections-7791
HACKATHON PLATFORM DESTEX PROJECT: https://hackathon.destexproject.eu/
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DESIGN VET COURSES TAILORED
ON BUSINESS NEEDS
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Benefits for VET providers/students
Clear trajectory and objectives
Career engagement as a choice
Training that pays
Direct line to companies and potential employers

Benefits for business
Continuous communication and consultation, have your say
Clear operational line
Targeted institutional support
Experts who unburden companies

Bibliography
Skills for Smart TCLF (2019) Future needed skills and trends for the TCLF sectors, Brussels
(downloadable at https://www.s4tclfblueprint.eu/project/results/)
FACTIVE project (2021) About real skills needs in European textile and clothing companies
(downloadable at http://factiveproject.eu/outputs/)

Other Resources
https://europeanfashioncampus.com/
https://www.s4tclfblueprint.eu
http://europeanskillscouncil.t-c-l.eu
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BUILD UP EDUCATION/BUSINESS
PARTNERSHIPS FOR
INTERNATIONALISATION
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Benefits for VET providers/students
Collaboration between companies and VET providers: students are in contact with the reality.
Recieve knowledge related to the needs of the companies of other countries.
After finishing their studies, students will have more competent to find a job.
Possibility to recieve certified training in another country.
VETs are updated regarding the real industry needs.
Acquired knowledge on diverse industrial environments.
International environment.
Training students on new industry challenges.

Benefits for business
The students are trained in industry's needs.
Possibility to incorporate new staff in the team.
The industry keeps updated.
Possibility to externalize this model to other countries.
Learning about other companies needs.
Possible symbiosis between companies.
Learn from new and fresh visions from the students.

Bibliography
ADDTEX (web in construction)
CIRCULAR.TEXTILS.CAT (https://circular.textils.cat/)
CLEANTEX (https://cleantexproject.eu/)
CIRCULARTECH (https://www.textils.cat/circulartech/)
Double click to write and format
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PROMOTE INDUSTRIES AND VET PROVIDERS
TRAINING PARTNERSHIP
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Benefits for VET providers/students
Knowledge of the real needs of the labour market;
Greater mastery and accuracy when designing education/training programmes;
Development of a more attractive and targeted training offer;
Capacity to respond more adequately to demand;
Alignment of supply with demand;
Greater openness/availability of companies for the organisation of internships and mentoring
activities;
Direct contact by the trainees with the reality of the sector's industries;
Updating/adaptation of the trainers to the demands of the industrial context;
Exchange of perspectives/experiences.

Benefits for business
Valuing knowledge and know-how;
Valorisation of the human resources framework;
Enhancement of the company;
Positive differentiation from the competition;
Development of new strategies;
Access to creativity;
Access to financing frameworks.

Bibliography
FACTIVE HANDBOOK (factiveproject.eu)
https://www.cedefop.europa.eu/files/3067_en.pdf
https://www.cedefop.europa.eu/files/9096_en.pdf
https://www.cedefop.europa.eu/files/9149_en.pdf

Other Resources
FACTIVE project - Erasmus+ Programme
https://youtu.be/kYbxdfGxRi4
https://flippedlearning.org/
https://youtu.be/8cV10Mw17Wc
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CREATE VET-BASED CLUSTERS FOR
INNOVATION AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP
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Benefits for VET providers/students
Constant growth and knowledge exchange
Strong bond between academia and industry
Creating channels for potential workers
Enhancing local communities
Encouraging specialisation
Encouraging personal growth
Offering target oriented information and specialisations
Creating local and global environments

Benefits for business
Direct economic development
Refocus on existing industries
Create strong bonds between stakeholders
Attract foreign investment
Achieve faster growth for local SMEs
Increase resource availability

Bibliography
Chatterji, A., Glaeser, E., & Kerr, W. (2014). Clusters of entrepreneurship and innovation.
Innovation policy and the economy, 14(1), 129-166
Wibrow, B., & Waugh, J. (2020). International Models to Rationalise VET Qualifications,
Including Occupational Clusters: Case Studies--Support Document. National Centre for
Vocational Education Research (NCVER)

Other Resources
https://www.techtarget.com/whatis/definition/cluster
https://www.referenceforbusiness.com/small/Bo-Co/Clusters.html
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FOSTER WBL DURING AND AFTER TRAINING
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Benefits for VET providers/students
Improves human capital, therefore, their productivity in the labour world
Cope with the changing environmental and labour demands
Provide practical experience to apply what their learned
Deeper knowledge of the labour market, companies and/or organisations
Enable personal development (teamwork, self-efficacy, time management, communication,
social skills, ...)
Promotes employability
Increases technical knowledge
Decreases the gap between the skills required in the labour world and those develop in the
academic world
Increases networking
Improves CV
Enables interaction with more experienced colleagues

Benefits for business
Opportunity to discover new talents
Reduces recruitment costs
Increases company know-how, through the partnership established with the school/VET
Multiplies/maintains knowledge
Few costs
Possibility to renew or enlarge company workforce
Possible preparation for future work placement
Decrease the gap between the skills required in the labour world and those develop in the
academic world.

Bibliography
UNESCO (2021)

Other Resources
Introduction to Work-Based Learning Experiences
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FOSTER TRAIN THE TRAINERS INITIATIVES
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Benefits for VET providers/students
1. Inclusion of many teachers will impact broader scope of students
2. Teachers and students with the responsible mindset about the sustainability in TC
3. Highly qualified teachers with learning material which inspires sustainable consumption of
textile
4. Cross-fertilization of VET and school education
5. VET providers can offer their knowledge as CPD providers for colleagues from school education

Benefits for business
1. Increased demand for sustainable textile
2. Opportunity to showcase their sustainability efforts
3. Transfer of their knowledge on sustainability to school education

Bibliography
Kate Ferguson-Patrick, Ruth Reynolds & Suzanne Macqueen (2018) Integrating curriculum: a
case study of teaching Global Education, European Journal of Teacher Education, 41:2, 187-201,
DOI: 10.1080/02619768.2018.1426565
Drake, Susan & Reid, Joanne. (2018). Integrated Curriculum as an Effective Way to Teach 21st
Century Capabilities. Asia Pacific Jorunal of Educational Research. 1. 31-50.
10.30777/APJER.2018.1.1.03.

Other Resources
https://www.coe.int/en/web/north-south-centre/global-education
https://en.unesco.org/covid19/educationresponse/globalcoalition
https://globaleducation.edu.au/
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SUSTAIN AN ONGOING DIALOGUE BETWEEN
STUDENTS AND PROFESSIONALS
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Benefits for VET providers/students
1. Enabling students to create or enhance their professional network
2. Improving students' motivation and learning
3. Increasing students' school skills, social skills, self-esteem
4. Improving students' understanding of work and career opportunities
5. Helping to reduce the dropout rate
6. Improving the image of the VET provider and strengthening its network

Benefits for business
1. Enhancing professionals' coaching and leadership skills
2. Giving back to society and showing corporate social responsibility (CSR)
3. Creating the opportunity to prepare and scout future employees
4. Improving the image of the Company amongst future employees, future customers and clients
5. Building a strong connection with the local community

Bibliography
Miller, A. (2002). Mentoring Students and Young People: A Handbook of Effective Practice (1st
ed.). Routledge. https://doi.org/10.4324/9780203417188
Ramani, S., Gruppen, L., & Kachur, E. K. (2006). Twelve tips for developing effective mentors.
Medical teacher, 28(5), 404-408.

Other Resources
FACTIVE European Network for T&C Professionals and VET trainers and providers:
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/8325454/
Best practice: SUPREME project ( https://www.efvet.org/portfolio-items/supreme-project/)
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CONCLUSIONS
Business – VET collaboration is important for the acquisition of both technical and soft skills
according to the T&C companies real needs linked to the market latest trends and innovations.
A well-established collaboration allows the continuous updating of the VET institutes' training
programmes increasing their attractiveness.
The collaboration should be developed during the entire educational path:
from the very beginning, such as, setting qualification standards, educational goals and
Benefits
for business
outcome
oriented
curricula more responsive to the labour market needs; supporting the
development of partnerships and networks that promote excellence, innovation and flexible
learning pathways;
during its implementations, promoting work-based learning and problem based learning
with the application of ICT tools and innovative/practical oriented learning methodologies
boosting an high participation of businesses into the training path;
after its completion, with apprenticeship-type training, volunteering and on the job
training schemes.
Intensified cooperation between VET providers and Textile and Clothing enterprises should also
sustain trainers' continuing training initiatives, in order to enhance their continuous updating
about work practices and pedagogical competences.
This kind of arrangement will lead to a change in the training model; a community of knowledge
where each actor benefits from the others, making the most of the advantages of the flipped
classroom approach.
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